Guest Editorial Special Issue on Intelligent Video Surveillance for
Public Security and Personal Privacy O VER the past decade, video surveillance has rapidly become a widespread tool for public security. However, with the increasing volume of surveillance data, traditional manual monitoring suffers from human errors and potentially considerable delays in decision making. Moreover, there is an increasing concern of invasion of personal privacy as people's whereabouts and activities are recorded and stored by video surveillance systems. To address the concerns of public security and privacy, it is desirable to design new cloud and distributed computing systems for data recording, archival, indexing, and manipulation that enable achieving the potentially contradicting goals of effective surveillance and preservation of the privacy of individuals. Driven by such a vision, the intelligent video surveillance (IVS) technology is the core of the emerging next-generation video surveillance system. Recent advances in computer vision have shown good potential for many tasks, such as object detection, human identification, tracking, and behavior understanding. The success of these technologies promotes the fast growth of applied industrial IVS systems in diverse security applications for crime prevention and counterterrorism. In addition, research on security and privacy issues in video surveillance has been growing in recent years. New interdisciplinary technologies that integrate computer vision, data hiding, and stenography have been developed to address privacy protection concerns. The codevelopment of security technology and privacy protection is essential to the healthy growth of intelligent video surveillance, and its acceptance by the general public.
This Special Issue offers an overview of ongoing research on IVS techniques, and brings together cutting-edge research work on security and privacy problems with respect to technological, behavioral, legal, and cultural aspects. We received 34 submissions and each submission was rigorously reviewed by at least two experts in the related fields based on the criteria of originality, significance, quality, and clarity. Eventually, 12 papers were accepted for the Special Issue, spanning a variety of topics including privacy protection, background modeling, tracking, action/activity analysis, and crowd behavior perception.
In IVS, two key factors which hinder scalability are the time spent in decompressing the input video streams and the limited computational power of the processing unit. eling in the Compressed Domain") demonstrates how a combination of algorithmic and hardware techniques can overcome these limitations, and significantly increase the number of simultaneous streams. The work explores the effects of reducing the number of coefficients in the compressed domain, in terms of throughput speed and quality of the background modeling step. The speedups achieved by exploiting compressed domain processing, multicore and vector processing are also explored. Experiments show that a combination of all these techniques can give a speedup of 170 times on a single CPU.
In the paper by Su et al. ("The Large-Scale Crowd Behavior Perception Based on Spatio-Temporal Viscous Fluid Field"), a spatio-temporal viscous fluid field is proposed to recognize large-scale crowd events. First, a spatio-temporal variation matrix is used to explore the motion properties of a crowd. Second, based on the theories of viscous fluid dynamic, a spatio-temporal force field is used to explore the interaction force among pedestrians. Third, after generating a codebook with the bag of feature method, the latent Dirichlet allocation model is used to recognize crowd behaviors. The experiments demonstrate that the method outperforms conventional algorithms for large-scale crowd behavior perception in both robustness and effectiveness.
The work of Cong et al. ("Video Anomaly Search in Crowded Scenes via Spatio-Temporal Motion Context") presents an abnormal video event detection system that considers both spatial and temporal contexts. To characterize the video, they perform spatio-temporal video segmentation and propose a new regionbased descriptor called Motion Context to describe both motion and appearance information. The anomaly detection problem is formulated as a matching problem, which is more robust than statistical model-based methods, especially when the training dataset is of limited size. Experiments on the benchmark dataset and comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods validate the advantages of their algorithm.
In the paper by Zhang et al. ("Attribute Regularization Based Human Action Recognition"), the authors explicitly consider the attribute-action relationship for human action recognition, and correspondingly modify the multitask learning model by adding attribute regularization. Since attribute and class label contain different amounts of semantic information, they separately treat attribute classifiers and action classifiers in the framework of multitask learning for further performance improvement. Their method is evaluated on three challenging datasets, namely KTH, UIUC, and Olympic Sports.
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Another activity analysis work is from Nayak et al. ("Exploiting Spatio-Temporal Scene Structure for Wide-Area Activity Analysis in Unconstrained Environments"), in which a method for capturing the spatio-temporal context between activities in a Markov random field (MRF) is proposed. Given a collection of videos and a set of weak classifiers for individual activities, the spatio-temporal relationships between activities are represented as probabilistic edge weights in the MRF. This model provides a generic representation for an activity sequence that can extend to any number of objects and interactions. Experiments are conducted on the publicly available UCLA office dataset and VIRAT dataset to demonstrate the improvement in recognition accuracy.
The work of Tzanidou et al. ("Carried Object Detection in Video Using Color Information") proposes an approach to baggage detection in CCTV video footage. The approach consists of estimating the moving direction of humans carrying baggage, construction of human-like temporal templates, and their alignment with the best matched view-specific exemplars. Novel contributions include the estimation of a person's viewing direction using machine learning and extraction of features related to the shape of the shoulder. Further enhancement of baggage detection is achieved by exploiting the CIELAB color space properties. The proposed approach has been tested on the PETS 2006 dataset and on additional CCTV video footage captured to cover specific test scenarios.
Automatic object classification in traffic scene surveillance data is difficult due to the low resolution of surveillance videos, intraclass appearance variance of objects, and the requirement of real-time performance. In the contribution from Zhang et al.
("Transferring Training Instances for Convenient Cross-View Object Classification in Surveillance"), the authors present a method to bridge the gap among different scenes by transferring training instances. The approach requires only a small number of training samples in the target scene, which can be combined with transferred samples of the source scene to achieve reliable object classifier in the target scene. Extensive experiments are conducted and experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of their approach.
The work by Kusakunniran et al. ("A New View-Invariant Feature for Cross-View Gait Recognition") proposes a framework to construct a view-invariant feature for cross-view gait recognition. The view-normalization process is performed in the input layer (i.e., on gait silhouettes) to normalize gaits from arbitrary views. An improved scheme of procrustes shape analysis (PSA) is proposed and applied on a sequence of the normalized gait silhouettes to extract a view-invariant gait feature based on procrustes mean shape (PMS). Comprehensive experiments have been carried out on widely adopted gait databases to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method.
A small sample set, occlusion, and illumination variations of illumination pose challenges for a practical face identification system. In the paper by Zhao et al. ("Multiple Subcategories Parts-Based Representation for One Sample Face Identification"), the authors propose a probabilistic generative model for parts-based data representation to address these difficulties.
Multiple subcategories corresponding to individual face parts, such as nose, mouth, eye, and so forth, are modeled within a probabilistic graphical model framework to mimic the process of generating a face image. The induced face representation, therefore, encodes rich discriminative information. Experimental results demonstrate the capabilities of the model to deal with a small sample set, occlusions, and illumination variances.
The work by Park et al. ("Face Tracking and Recognition at a Distance: A Coaxial Concentric PTZ Camera System") proposes an imaging system consisting of static and pan-tiltzoom (PTZ) cameras to acquire high-resolution face images up to a distance of 12 meters. They propose a coaxial-concentric camera configuration between static and PTZ cameras to achieve the distance invariance property using a simple calibration scheme. They also use a linear prediction model and camera motion control to mitigate delays in image processing and mechanical camera motion.
Public camera feeds are increasingly being opened to use by multiple authorities (e.g., police, fire, traffic) as well as to the public. While lossless video is straightforward to authenticate by cryptographic means, lossy video is more difficult to authenticate as may result from User Datagram Protocol-check-(UDP), wireless, or transcoded transmissions. Ren et al. ("Authenticating Lossy Surveillance Video") describe a method that combines a concise and efficiently computed video fingerprint with public key cryptography. Essential components of the pipeline are the procedure to combine inexact video fingerprint with exact digital signature to enable lossy authentication and matching for misaligned video via a major incline approach.
Last, but not least, is the contribution from Peng et al. ("An ROI Privacy Protection Scheme for H.264 Video Based on FMO and Chaos"). Abuse of surveillance video may result in the leakage of data that may violate personal privacy, such as human faces. Aiming to protect privacy in the video of CCTV, an encryption scheme for region of interest (ROI) of H.264 video based on flexible macroblock ordering (FMO) and chaos is proposed. Experimental results and analysis show that the proposed scheme can effectively protect the private information of H.264 video, and can strike a good balance among security, encryption efficiency, and coding performance.
Papers in this Special Issue provide a glimpse of the current advances in the area. We expect they can be useful towards providing insights into existing and new directions in IVS for public security and personal privacy. We also hope that this Special Issue will motivate more researchers to enter this exciting research area.
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